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TITLE

approx.
length
(hrs:min)

Description

items

1909 - THE PEOPLE'S BUDGET

8 audio +
video

2h27

3 audio +
video

0h55

14 audio, 8
video

12h40

2 audio + 1
video

0h28 +
0h05

5 audio

4h32

Presentations and lectures from the 1909 People's
Budget Symposium held at HM Treasury on 2 October
2009 to mark the centenary of the 1909 Budget.

4 DEGREES AND BEYOND CONFERENCE
Podcasts from the 4 Degrees and Beyond Conference Implications of a Global Climate Change of 4 plus
Degrees for People, Ecosystems and the Earth System.

ALUMNI WEEKEND 2009
Podcasts from the 2009 University of Oxford Alumni
Weekend. Topics include: children, politics and
economics, women, medicine, science, literature.

THE BEAZLEY ARCHIVE - CLASSICAL ART RESEARCH CENTRE
The Beazley archive studies the art of ancient Greece
and Rome, and its collection and reception since
antiquity. It has a large collection of photographs,
prints, books, catalogues and gem impressions.
BUILDING A BUSINESS
A lecture series of basic business skills, covering good
business practice with a focus on science
entrepreneurship.
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CENSORSHIP IN LITERATURE IN SOUTH AFRICA

5 audio

2h47

5 audio

6h13

8 audio

5h21

6 audio +
video

6h47

4 audio

2h44

1 audio

1h08

1 video

0h47

Peter McDonald and other academics at Oxford
University discuss the legal, political and literary
perspectives of censorship in literature in South Africa.

COMPLEXITY AND SYSTEMIC RISK' - HILARY TERM SEMINAR
SERIES 2010

'

Seminar series where leading researchers explore the
implications of a complex systems approach for
systemic risks in ecosystems, financial systems, urban
systems, and human societies.
THE CREDIT CRUNCH AND GLOBAL RECESSION
A podcast series about the credit crunch and global
recession featuring Oxford academics. This series
examines how the current crisis developed, analyses
market and government responses to it, and looks at
what might happen next.
CRITICAL REASONING FOR BEGINNERS
In this six-week course delivered by Marianne Talbot,
you will learn all about arguments, how to identify and
evaluate them, and how not to mistake bad arguments
for good.
THE DRAGON AND THE CROSS : CHRISTIANITY IN CHINA
In the lecture series The Dragon and the Cross, Dr
Xiaoxin W offers contemporary perspectives on
Christianity in China.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE INSTITUTE PODCASTS FROM
OXFORD UNIVERSITY
Copenhagen COP 15: What happened and What next?
Podcast from the Environmental Change Institute at
Oxford University.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE INSTITUTE PODCASTS FROM
OXFORD UNIVERSITY
Podcasts of lectures, seminars and interviews from
the Environmental Change Institute.
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FACULTY OF CLASSICS

1 audio

0h49

17 audio +
video

3h25

6 audio

4h44

7 audio + 4
video

2h48

7 audio

0h42

7 audio

2h56

4 audio + 1
video

0h48 +
0h48

Podcasts from the Faculty of Classics.

GENERAL PHILOSOPHY
A series of lectures from the 8-week General Philosophy
course delivered by Peter Millican to first-year
philosophy students at the University of Oxford.

GETTING TO ZERO' - MICHAELMAS TERM SEMINAR SERIES
2009

'

Achieving an end-state of "zero" has emerged as an
important policy goal for a number of 21st Century
challenges. The most prominent example is the "Global
Zero" campaign to eliminate nuclear weapons.
GLOBAL ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME
The Global Economic Governance Programme fosters
research and debate into how global markets and
institutions can better serve the needs of people in
developing countries.
GLOBAL ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE : GLOBALISATION AND THE
FINANCIAL CRISIS
In this series, Ngaire Woods, Jeni Whalan and Christina
Ward discuss central questions relating to the current
financial crisis and globalisation.
INDIAN TRACES IN OXFORD
Talks focusing on the impact of Indian students,
activists, politicians, artists and others on the life and
culture of Oxford University in the period 1870-1950.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY'S RESPONSE TO H AITI
A panel discussion looking at the Haitian earthquake
and how the international community have tried to
send aid and help the Haitian people after the
disaster.
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INTERVIEWS WITH OXONIANS

4 audio

1h58

5 audio +
video

3h25

1 audio

2h04

5 audio +
video

0h43

2 audio

1h07

6 audio

4h28

1 audio +
video

0h50

A series of short interviews with academics at the
University of Oxford about their areas of research.

AN INTRODUCTION TO OLD E NGLISH
A five-part lecture series on Old English language and
literature aimed at first-year students delivered by Dr
Stuart D Lee.

IRENE TRACEY ON FMRI AND PAIN
Until recently it has been difficult to obtain reliable
objective information regarding people’s subjective pain
experience. With the advent of functional neuroimaging
methods this has been made feasible.
LA BELLA PRINCIPESSA: A LEONARDO DISCOVERED
Martin Kemp discusses 'La Bella Principessa' and the
roles of himself, Pascal Cotte, and others in attributing
this picture to Leonardo da Vinci.

LITERATURE , ART AND OXFORD
This podcast series includes lectures and events which
celebrate and explore the literature and art inspired by
Oxford. From J.R.R Tolkien to Philip Pullman, authors
have been inspired by Oxford; the architecture, history
and culture of the city.
NOT SHAKESPEARE : ELIZABETHAN AND JACOBEAN POPULAR
THEATRE
This series of six lectures introduces six plays from the
Elizabethan and Jacobean theatre. Once popular and
now little-known, they can tell us a lot about what their
first audiences enjoyed, aspired to and worried about.
THE OXFORD CLIMATE FORUM
Podcasts from the OCF 2010; the UK's first student
conference to respond to the disappointing outcomes
of Copenhagen. One hundred student leaders
gathered to produce a plan of action to place
students at the forefront of the UK's battle against
climate change.
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PHILOSOPHY FOR BEGINNERS
This series of five introductory lectures, aimed at
students new to philosophy, presented by Marianne
Talbot, will test you on some famous thought
experiments and introduce you to some central
philosophical issues and to the thoughts of some key
philosophers.
PHILOSOPHY SPECIAL LECTURES
Special Philosophy lectures and seminars from the
University of Oxford.

PUBLIC LECTURES AND SEMINARS FROM THE JAMES MARTIN
21ST CENTURY SCHOOL

5 audio + 4
video

7h08

1 audio + 1
video

1h14 +
1h39

4 audio

4h48

27 audio +
video

21h56

4 audio

3h04

1 audio +
video

1h29

7 video

1h09

Humanity at the crossroads: Bringing together the best
minds to tackle the toughest challenges of the 21st
century. Public Lectures and Seminars from the James
Martin 21st Century School, University of Oxford.
QUANTUM MECHANICS
In this series of physics lectures, Professor J.J. Binney
explains how probabilities are obtained from quantum
amplitudes, why they give rise to quantum interference,
the concept of a complete set of amplitudes and how
this defines a "quantum state".
RESEARCH INTEGRITY
A series of lectures looking at different aspects of
research integrity and their application in biomedical
research.

REUTERS INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF JOURNALISM
The Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism is
Oxford University's international research centre in the
comparative study of news media.

UK CLIMATE IMPACTS PROGRAMME TRAINING
Training videos from the UK Climate Impacts
Programme (UKCIP) which helps organisations to
adapt to inevitable climate change.
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US CHINA RELATIONS : AN INTRODUCTION

3 audio

0h52

4 audio + 1
video

2h26 +
0h05

4 audio

0h59

1 audio

0h15

Professor Foot talks about the relationship between
America and China and looks at ways in which these
two states can cooperate or compete and what this
means for global order and prosperity.
VACCINE RESEARCH AT OXFORD
Podcasts from the University of Oxford's vaccination
research programmes, looking at innovative ways to
vaccinate people against the world's most dangerous
diseases.
WHAT IS TRAGEDY?
In four dialogues, Oliver Taplin, Emeritus Professor, and
Joshua Billings, a graduate student in the Oxford
Classics Faculty, ask and discuss what tragedy is, what
tragedy does for people, whether tragedy teaches, and
if tragedy is still alive today.
HISTORY OF TROPICAL MEDICINE AT OXFORD
The first in a series of interviews with eminent Oxford
academics involved in the development of tropical
medicine research at Oxford. This interview with
Professor Sir David Weatherall marks World Malaria
Day

Forthcoming topics:
Ethics
Three series of podcasts from the Oxford Bioethics Network at the University of Oxford, covering:
Talking Law and Ethics; Issues in Research Ethics; Business Ethics.
Introduction to Crystallography
A recording of the Dorothy Hodgkin memorial Lecture given by Professor Elspeth Garman.
Evidence-based Healthcare
A series of videos from the Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine at Oxford.
Classics
A series of discussions around the question: what is translation?
Department of Astrophysics Dialogues
A series of dialogues between researchers discussing the latest theories about our Universe.
Introduction to German Politics
Lectures on "The Politics and Government of Germany" at the University of Oxford.
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The God Delusion: is Dawkins right?
A series of lectures by philosophers discussing the debate surrounding Richard Dawkins’s book The
God Delusion.
Cancer in the Developing World
This podcast series examines cancer in the developing world, and the research and work being
done by Oxford University.
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